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Alpine rope for possible use in descending on foot from moun-
tains, a hand-saw for cutting snow blocks, reindeer sleeping-bags,
sledge harness, and so on. For kitchen equipment we had enamel
mugs, tablespoons, forks, plates and cooking-pots, tea towels, and
a wash-basin. We also put aboard a sewing kit containing darning-
wool, coarse linen thread, and needles. For cutting anything at
meals we had only our sheath-knives.
In the cockpit besides my navigation equipment—charts, sextants,
nautical almanacs, drawing instruments, pencils and notebooks—I
carried two mascots. One was a Micky Mouse given me by my
wife and the other the 1849 ox-shoe I found in Death Valley. I
carried six flags. One was the U.S. standard flag, made by my niece,
Clare Prentice, which I meant to raise when claiming territory for
the United States. The rest were as follows: a U.S. flag from Hill
School, the flag of the National Geographic Society, the flag of the
Quiet Birdmen, the Yale flag, and the New York Athletic Club
flag. All of these last five were to be returned as relics after being
carried across Antarctica.
I should also speak here of our radio equipment for the flight
The Polar Star's own radio could transmit on any wave of the band
between 20 and 80 metres, with a power output of 100 watts. It
received power from a 400-watt generator coupled directly to the
engine. To operate the radio when the plane was on the ground,
we carried a portable 300-watt generator turned by a small petrol
engine. In addition, we had with us an emergency transmitter and
receiver, operated either by hand or foot power, which could be
mounted on the sled, and which could broadcast on any wave-
length from 30 to 100 metres with a power of 15 watts. With so
many safeguards, we hoped to keep in touch with the Wyatt Earp
at all times, no matter what happened on the route.
As soon as I reached Dundee Island and gave the plane its test
flights—one with Hollick-Kenyon and one with Lymburner—it be-
came evident that we might start out for the Ross Sea at any time
on short notice. I therefore prepared a sort of manifesto of instruc-
tions for the guidance of my base party should my pilot and I meet
disaster in the interior and be unable to communicate with them by
radio. This I posted in the Wyatt Earp, keeping copies for Hollick-
Kenyon and myself. The text was as follows:

